For too long. teachers have relied upon testing as the only trustworthy method of knowing whether they have been successful in covering the assigned material. Too frequently in survey courses ofliterature. for example.
teachers require students to keep copious notes from their reading In a chronologically-arranged anthology. Having covered the anthology. the teacher determines howwell he or she has done by the scores on the objective test. From this perspective. successful teaching also means having students rank In the highest percentile when comparing them nationally, with other districts, or with students in other schools within the district. Many administrators and politicians encourage this distorted view of assessment because it makes the school look good even though the scores may fail to indicate a mastery of skills.
Similarly. for too many students. the mark oflearning is a high grade point average gained through the memorization of facts-or by more devious means-in order to graduate with "honors." They have become Indoctrinated with the need to cover quantities of information in preparation for additional courses or to be ready for college. Getting through a course and competing with peers through high scores on objective tests seem to be more Important than learning how to think critically or mastering skills. Students have become masters a t the game ofmaking paints -as ifmaking paints is learning.
In a competitive society where high scores are so Important. parents and teachers should not be appalled that the students have learned to play the game. The game is easier than thinking beyond the memorl7~tion of Information as evidence of the "mastery" of Imporiant concepts and skills.
Too often at the beginning of my classes. the first question will be.
"What kind of tests do you give?" or more specifically. "Do you give objective tests like the other teachers so we can get qUick scores through the Scan Tron machine'r As a teacher ofEnglish. a common inqulIy I receive is. "Ifyou don't give a test on the assigned novels. how will you know that we read them'r Through all the questions. the important inference is that the students' major concern Is passing a test to get a grade, to move on to the next level ofcourse. or to graduate. Thinking' critically and mastering skills that will help them become life-long learners seem not to be essential goals.
Instead of spending so much time preparing to disseminate informa tion or trying to find several ways to "beat the game." which students have learned to play so well. teachers must become more concerned with finding alternative ways of student evaluation. Students should demonstrate a mastery of learning rather than reiterate a body of isolated information. CUrrent research will justify a teacher's risking change to eliminate the traditional test as a way of knowing what the students have mastered.
Although the research Is copious. the current work of Grant Wiggins serves as a guide for promoting change for the Improvement of student assessment. Wiggins' research on assessment closely echoes my own concerns about how we assess what students have learned and corroborates my limited Investigation of the kinds of examinations teachers use:
Recent studies confirm my own observations in high schools over the last four years: "Many teachers lack a clear sense of their expectations about student performance and lean on nonexistent or vague criteria inadequately communicated to students... The grading poliCies of many teachers are deeply flawed." Even on short-answer tests, few teachers emphasize what thoughtful observerswould regard as the essential traits of high-quality performance. Too few teachers are familiar with performance-based assessment: tasks that go the heart of a discipline's activities and the student's control over them. requiring not thoughtless recall but knowledge in use. Many grades reflect arbitrary and ultimately unhelpful over-attention to the super ficial aspects ofwork such as vocabulary, recall offormulas, or simple identifications. Instead of authentic performance, the 'tests' amount to drill-isolated. hence easily-scored 'knowledge' out of context. (3) Checking the English Department rues for examples of final examina tions. I have discovered an emphasis on objective tests that force the simple recall of Isolated information. Literature courses too often reqUire students to match the aulhor or a character to a piece ofllterature. In specific courses, finding questions that require the identification of a quotation and a character is not unusual. Through a series ofobjective questions, the teacher can qUickly cover several pieces of literature-even an entire literary period, For the student who memorizes facts easily, the high scores indicate. unfortunately, that the teacher appears to have been successful. This type of testing leaves no question about how expeditiously the teacher can report the results to the students in order to move quickly on to another unit of study, Although these objective tests will cover the requirements ofa course, they do not give a student an opportunity to draw inferences to demonstrate an understanding of the value of literature as a mtrror of society and the evolu tion of the major issues through the centuries. Rather than accumu lating information to pass a test or to gain a high score, the students should have opportunities in a literature c1ass-or any other c1ass-to develop a better understanding ofthemselves and their relationship to others. Through the study of literature. they need to become aware of the importance and appropriateness of language to communicate ideas. Answering objective questions has very little to do with the development of skills in higher-level thinking and, hence, becoming better critical thinkers and more skilled in problem solving.
It would be unfair to suggest that all teachers primarily resort to objective tests as a way of evaluating the students. Many examinations have evidence of essay questions. An analysis of these questions, however, too often indicates that the student must include teacher-expected information. Instead of the students having an opportunity to draw logical conclusions. they face time limits in which to provide *right answers._ A typical question, for example. asks students to discuss Wordsworth's contribution to I1terature as the -high priest of nature." After students finish reading a novel. the central focus is too often merely an analysis of an author's technique or the main theme. particularly when the teacher has decided the single theme for all readers.
Throughout his research, Wiggins stresses the importance of *self assessment" and the development of Mperformance-based" assessment. Although much more time-consuming. this kind of assessment provides the teacher and the students an opportunity to arrive ata mutual understanding of expectations for the course. At the beginning of a course, the teacher and the students discuss what the outcomes should be and the criteria for VollUllCS.Nwnber2 reaching these desired outcomes. Ifthey are aware ofthe criteria for achieving good content or voice in writing. for example. they are in a better position to assess their own work because of knowing the expectations for the perfor mance.
In teaching a composition class for high school seniors. I have found that self-assessment. rather than the traditional test on the mechanics of writing. is a much more effective determination of whether a student can express an idea in language that Is appropriate to the audience, the mode of writing. and the purpose of the piece. But in order to enable students to effectively assess their own writing. we must first find. as Richard Stiggtns and Vicki Spandel point out. "the components of good writing and to talk intelligently about them in a language that student writers can understand and use in revision" (7). They further stress that "we must attempt to define the main traits or characteristics ofwriting (e.g .• ideas. organization) and to specify criteria that describe each of these traits in terms of the relevant strcngths and weaknesses that we are likely to see in real samples of student writing" (7).
This kind of student assessment has many learning advantages over the traditional tcst. The students can develop greater self-esteem because they are able to monitor their own progress toward meeting the criteria for writing: they can concentrate on critical thinking and problem-solving skills instead of being overly concerned about passing a test based on the memorization of facts; they demonstrate in their writing what they have learned. and hcnce spend more time experimenting with appropriate lan guage to express their ideas; and they are able to spend more valuable time mastering writing skills because of the availability of time to spend on the desired outcomes.
This change In teaching strategies has a very positlve effect on both the student and the teacher. As a teacher ofwriting. one of my most frequently asked questions is, "What must I do to receive an 'A' on a paper?" Too frequently, the answer to this question may imply a paper free of mechanical errors and trial-and-error attempts until the student produces something the teacher considers acceptable or something better than what any other student produces. Has the paper demonstrated a mastery of skills? No. Has it illustrated ways of improvement through specific criteria? Probably not. With more emphasis on meeting criteria for good writing, however, and opportunities for students to assess their own writing, I have found the pleasant change to papers that express the real thoughts ofthe student rather than something they think might bring them a high grade.
To help the students evaluate their own writing. teachers must clarIfY what characteristics they value: clarity. order. fresh language. surprise twists. voice. fluency. and correctness. Through their effective self-assess ment and the assessment of appropriate writing models. students must understand qualities of clear development-focus. theme. selected details.
insight. and wholeness. Again. they must see the importance of organization through an inviting introduction-one that avoids the traditional inverted pyramid and theSis-logical sequencing. smooth transitions. good pacing. the high point. and a resolution. and, above all. the avoidance of the five paragraph pattern. In addit1on. they must be aware of the importance of voice. word choice. fluency. and the conventions. None of these major criteria wUl bring about a mastery in writing skills unless the students and teacher can model them through their own examples ofwriting. This modeling serves as a source for self-evaluation.
In their Creating Writers, Stiggins and Spandel model the evaluation of papers according to their "six traits" of good writing. Their comments for papers ofvary1ng levels of profiCiency provide excellent models of comments for teacher evaluations as well as providing criteria to help students assess their own writing and. thereby, improve it. In the development of their "Analytical Scoring Guide." Stlgglns and Spandel suggest that students score papers from 1 to 5. For a score of 1. 3. or 5. they have included specific criteria. respectively. About a level-3 paper. for example. they say. "The paper is clear and focused. even though the overall result may not be especially captivating. Support is attempted. but it may be limited or obvious.
insubstantial, too general. or out of balance with the main ideas" (30).
To give further assistance for Improvement through self-evaluation. Vol_8, NumlH.r2 'l1le writer seems to be writing from experience and shows insight: a good sense ofhow events unfold. how people respond to Itfe and to each other. and how ideas relate.
"Su pporting relevant, telling details give thc reader important informa tion that he or she could not personally bring to the text. This writer seems to notice what others might overlook.
'l1le writing has balance: Main ideas stand out: secondary ideas do not usurp too much attention.
'l1lewriter secms in control and orchestrates development ofthe topic in an enlightening, entertaining way.
'l1le writer works with and shapes ideas. making connections and sharing insights that reflect his or her own thinking.
ft (29) (30) Although Stiggins includes models for various grade levels to illustrate these criteria. applying them to the student's own writing is a more effective way of helping the students develop self-assessment skills.
In my own classroom, I have found these criteria to be very effective as a means of improving student writing. At the beginning of the course, each student receives a copy ofSUggin's "Analytical Scoring GUide. ft Using their papers as models, we discuss the application of the criteria: then I g1ve them Ume to practice scoring one another's papers.
My Composition IV seniors at Rochester High School work in coopera tive groups throughout the semester and do all their compositions through the writing process. At the end of the process. all students in a group of four read their papers. Using the criteria, the group agrees on a score of 1 to 5 for each paper. Justifying a particular score. By the end of a semester. the students have become famtUarwith the criteria and become very comfortable
In applying them to a paper. Through this kind of evaluation, the students gain a better understanding of ways to improve their writing and to master certain skills. They soon learn to IdentifY their strengths and weaknesses. As a result, In subsequent essays they can emphasIZe particular traits that need strengthening, such as voice. content. or organization.
Throughout my Composition IV course, students have opportunities to produce various kinds ofwriting each week and to score them. At the end of the semester. as part of the final grade. they choose the one paper they would like to revise based on the student evaluations-and mine upon request. Because one of my goals Is to develop independent writers. I stress the Importance of their depending upon their evaluations rather than mine. The place for this latter kind of assessment comes during the conferencing with each student.
For the final evaluation of the course. each student does a self evaluation. Including the rationale. Based on this self-evaluation and on my suggested evaluation. the student and the teacher conference about the final grade. Although differences may occur at the beginning of the semester. by the end of the course. much greater unantmlty exists because. I think. the students have gained confidence Injudglng their own writing. They are aware of the desired outcomes and can strive toward those ends rather than being so much concerncd about a grade through a traditional means of testing.
Is this kind ofevaluation worth the time-and more time-the process takes? Without question. Could the same grade have been achieved though a writing sample or a standardized test on the mechanics of writing? No. What Is more Important, however, Is that the students do much more wrtung-not all ofwhich the teacher must read. Through peer evaluation and self-evaluation, the student has evidence of improvement and demonstrates greater self-esteem because of feeling good about creating a readable piece of writing.
In addition to using self-evaluation instead of the traditional kind of testing technique In composition. I use an alternative system for assessing the seniors' reading for this Composition IV course. Instead of having the students write papers on each nove!. I ask them to choose one of two novels Faulkner's As I Lay Dying or Turgenev's Fathers and Sons-to be used as a model for studying a particular aspect ofthe nature ofman. During our study of the chosen novel. the students have opportunities to apply their reading and discussions to themes in classical literature. contemporary literature, and personal experience. During this process, I try to develop a model with them that they can use to advantage for their group work In the last weeks of the course.
Each of five groups chooses a topic about the nature of man or a current Issue of Interest to the group. These topics Include themes such as MMan's Search for a Better Society: MProblems of Growing Up," or MArt's
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Expression of the Culture.-Once the grou p has made its choice. the students find several novels through which to explore the theme. Among the novels. they can choose one to be read by all members ofthe group. In addition. each student selects a separate novel to support the theme. From this point. the students research contemporary writing on the topic asa basis ofcompartson with similar Ideas of the more elassical authors.
Through a period of approximately six weeks. the students read and discuss their books as well as write about and reflect upon the ideas they discovered through sharing with the other students in the group. At this point. they have an opportunity to determine how the novel read In common as well as the individual novels relate not only to the chosen theme but also to contemporary materials and their personal experiences. In the past. the students chose five novels pertinent to a particular theme and showed their understanding by each one's writing a paper. using the novels as supporting eVidence. The results were superficial. manufactured In order to meet the requirements of the asSignment and receive a grade.
To evaluate the students' understandlng of the chosen topiC. I now ask that they determine a method of presenting what they learned about their topiC to the entire class. They soon learn that teaching the others about a particular concept requires a great deal of understandlng on their own parts. These prescntations may take the form of music. art. videos or any other creative means. Again. the method to demonstrate the students' understand ing Is the chOice of the group. not a technique I have stipulated.
Using this kind of evaluation through a demonstration Incorporates readlng skills. speaking skills. and a study ofvocabulary as it pertains to the topiC. not to a list of words in Isolation. What Is important to the student Is the opportunity to share Information with others. to Improve skills for working cooperatively to solve a problem. and to gain a better understanding of the nature of man. In the preparation of my evaluation at this point, I have had a chance to observe each group demonstrate what the students learned from their readlng and discussions. I have seen them Interact with the class as a whole not only In their speaking but also In their writing. The highlight of the experience Is that they have developed a greater sense ofindependence
In their reflections about their readlng and writing. Instead of limiting their reading to five novels. they now have become acquainted with at least thirty through the presentations of the other groups.
In a section of a survey course ofAmerican Literature for 10th graders taken by students with vary1ng levels of ability. I found the elimination of the traditional test to be especially successful. On the first day. students were shocked to lerun that I was not going to give a test at the end of every piece ofassigned reading. The general a ttltude was that there was a trick involved. At the beginning of the course. cooperatively. all ofus worked on the outcomes we wanted to achieve and how we would ltke to achieve them. Mterdiscussing various objectives. including a chronological approach to the selections. the students agreed that the major value of the course would be to discover something about themselves and their relation to others. With all the possibilities laid out. the students had an opportunity to make a choice about the ltterary themes we would try to complete rather than to covering all the literature chronologically from that of the native Americans to contemporary authors. Showing ownership in the plan. they could spend their time indiVidually or In a group discovering Ideas about themselves or the American way of l1fe. Not having to memorize facts to match author with title or facts about a particular piece of l1terature gave them a sense of freedom to learn. one of the fundamental concepts behind an alternative way to knowing what students know. The course had something to offer all students. from the student with a learning disability to those who could cope with greater challenges. Many students pOinted out In their final evaluations about the course that they had never realized that this kind of literature could be fun.
At the end ofeach week. the students have a choice ofspecial problems or topics to write about-a way of helping them draw inferences from their reading and discussion. In their group discussions. they determine how the literary selections support the particular theme either In their writing or as the objective of the course. Throughout these activities, listening to their fellow students allude to particular pieces of literature was far more mean ingful for them than trying to remember myriad details about plots or characters to pass the test. Their arguing about the meaning of the literature made them more aware of important details that supported their own interpretation. not mlne-an important step in self-evaluation. They soon learned that they did not have to depend on me to give them the -right anSWers.
Throughout the American Literature course. many of the groups would demonstrate their understanding of the relationship of the literary selections to what was happening in the daily news-a more natural way of showing how literature is a mirror of what is happening In society, At this point. music and art took on more meaning because the students could understand how these media depicted the various Issues they met In literature. Are these concepts that could have been accomplished by traditional testing or teacher lecture? Probably not. This flexible non statistical concept of assessment can free us from the rigid pedagogical patterns of past teaching strategies and free us from the paradigm of "covering" the text or "teaching to the test" phenomenon.
At the end ofthe course. the students probably would not have done so well on a standardtzed test to measure their factuallnfonnation about American writers. On the other hand. conferenclng with the students indiVidually and In groups; listening to their discussions and presentations; and observing their attitudes about themselves and the course, I found their scores were high because every student achieved. at his or her particular level. the ou tcomes set forth at the beginning of the course. Failing the students was unnecessary. Everyone succeeded.
Many teachers are hesitant to risk changing from the traditional test because they believe such a test serves as an "Incentive" for students to complete assigned tasks. Once students are aware of the essentials and the outcomes of the course. however, they will have their own Incentives for doing well and will, therefore. complete the work. Instead of worrying about remembering information that will help them achieve a high score. coopera tively they can concentrate on tasks to Increase their problem-solving abilities.
If one of the objectives of education is to improve learning strategies. then finding other ways of knowing how well students have mastered the essential skills of a course wUl make a difference In our emphasiS on the importance ofiearnlng. It wlll help students take responsib1l1ty for producing and assessing quality work based on mutually accepted criteria. By putting stress on the mastery of essential skills at the students'level of ability rather than on a test score, the students ean more easily maintaln their dignity and. hence. develop a higher self-esteem.
In our process of finding other ways of evaluating our students. we must not be content with just finding something different. We must be confident that our assessment measures the essential skills ofthe course and brings about a mastery of these skills through student demonstration.
